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Great parishes shared by
ver
several ethnicities disco
ways to give each group
what it needs while also
forging unity. by Bret

t C. Hoov
er

he medium-sized Midwestern parish
shared by communities of Mexican immigrants and non-Hispanic whites had two
Easter Vigil Masses, one in English and
another in Spanish. During the liturgy of the
word at the second service, a man made his way
up to the priests and quietly spoke to one of them.
Apparently, a car from the current Spanish
Mass was blocking the exit of a family who had
just left the party for the newly baptized and confirmed that had followed the English Mass. The
priest got up after the psalm, read off the license
plate, and asked the person to move the car. About
five minutes later, another man came up, and
again the priest read off the license plate. I felt this
was a shocking interruption on this holiest night
of the year, but I was merely being welcomed back
to the complex world of the “shared parish.”
Shared parishes are Catholic parishes with two
or more distinct cultural groups, each with their
own Masses and their own set of ministries, but
who share the same parish facilities. While there are
no firm statistics on these parishes today, in many
dioceses in traditional immigrant states like California or Florida, between 50 and 75 percent of their
parishes hold Mass in more than one language; in
dioceses whose immigrant population has arrived
since 1990, it’s about 20 to 50 percent of parishes.
Here are some observations I have made while
researching shared parishes across the country.
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Equality and justice demand that all
Catholics in a parish have an opportunity to participate in ministry and have
proportionate representation in parish
leadership—whether it is on the pastoral council, school board, stewardship
committee, or the finance council.
At one parish in Southern California, leaders in each cultural community—English- and Spanish-speaking
Hispanics of different backgrounds
and Filipinos—who had served on the
parish pastoral council spoke about
it nonchalantly, as if a multicultural
leadership group that relied on translation were the most natural thing in the
world. Pastors at this parish understood
that you cannot have only token representation in such groups; people feel
safety in numbers.
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hared parish life is not easy, but it can be exciting and fulfilling. All of
us need to commit ourselves to a lifelong learning process where we grow
not only in our appreciation of other cultures and their practice of the
Catholic faith but also in understanding of our own cultural expressions of
Catholicism, which often remain invisible to us until we compare them.
All cultures have their strengths and weaknesses, but we should not be hasty
in deciding what those are. Social scientists call this “cultural humility.” At the
Easter Vigil service I described at the beginning, I learned some openness and
flexibility from the Mexican priest celebrating the Mass, who remained unperturbed by the unfortunately necessary interruption. It helped me realize that
making our baptismal bonds with one another concrete is more than worth the
headaches and hassles. In fact, only through these negotiations and struggles do
we become a truly catholic church. USC
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